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In chemistry, a nonmetal (or non-metal) is a chemical element that mostly lacks metallic attributes. Physically,
nonmetals tend to have relatively low melting and boiling points, and densities, are mostly brittle if solid, and
are usually poor conductors of heat and electricity; chemically, they tend to have relatively high ionization
energy ...
Nonmetal - Wikipedia
A metalloid is a type of chemical element which has properties in between, or that are a mixture of, those of
metals and nonmetals. There is neither a standard definition of a metalloid nor complete agreement on the
elements appropriately classified as such.
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A traduÃ§Ã£o deste artigo estÃ¡ abaixo da qualidade mÃ©dia aceitÃ¡vel. Ã‰ possÃ-vel que tenha sido feita
por um tradutor automÃ¡tico ou por alguÃ©m que nÃ£o conhece bem o portuguÃªs ou a lÃ-ngua original do
texto.
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